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The Art of Error Correcting CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Building on the success of the first edition, which offered a practical introductory approach to the techniques of error concealment, this book, now fully revised and updated, provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject and includes a wealth of additional features. The Art of Error Correcting Coding, Second Edition explores...
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Microsoft Office Project 2007 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2007
10 books in 1— your key to success with Microsoft Project!   

   Your one-stop guide to managing your business with the world's #1 project management software   

   Want to save time and money with Microsoft Project? This friendly guide arms you with an arsenal of tools to get productive...
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Budgeting for ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Iremember the first time I made a budget. I had just started a new job, my first time as a manager. My boss, the dean of the school, said, “Sid, we have $50,000 to spend on computer systems this year. Please prepare a budget.”

Wow! All the exercises in school, all my thinking as I started the job and wrote out a plan for my...
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SQL: The Complete Reference, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The Most Comprehensive SQL Resource Available
Get in-depth details on all the powerful features and capabilities of SQL inside this one-stop guide. Featuring broad coverage of every aspect of this leading database language, this book provides you with an overview of SQL then shows you how to retrieve and update data, program with SQL, use...
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How to Do Everything with Your Pocket PC and Handheld PCMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Take full advantage of all the features your Pocket PC and Handheld PC have to offer with the help from this easy-to-follow guide. Wherever you go, stay up-to-date with your e-mail, appointments, to-do lists, and contact data. Connect to the Internet, create documents using the Pocket Office programs, share information with other handheld devices,...
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Open-Source ESBs in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Most modern business systems include independent applications that exchange information with each other-a technique usually called enterprise integration. An architectural approach called the Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) offers developers a way to handle the messages between those independent applications without creating a lot of custom code....
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SAP PS FAQ: SAP Project Systems Interview Questions, Answers, and ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for S A P PS Consultants  SAP PS Questions, Answers, and Explanations!  It' s clear that SAP PS is the future for projects activity in SAP -- but  finding resources can be difficult . SAP PS Interview Questions, Answers,  and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping  you to...
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Professional JavaScript for Web Developers (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2009
This eagerly anticipated update to the breakout book on JavaScript offers you an in-depth look at the numerous advances to the techniques and technology of the JavaScript language. You'll see why JavaScript's popularity continues to grow while you delve through topics such as debugging tools in Microsoft Visual Studio, FireBug, and Drosera;...
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The Underwater Photographer, Third Edition: Digital and Traditional TechniquesFocal Press, 2006
A superb hand-on manual containing a wealth of underwater tips, hints and advice - all beautifully illustrated with brand new, full colour images.

Martin Edge, a leading authority on underwater photography, will help you capture stunning effects using his popular 'think and consider' system - offering a heightened awareness and...
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Frommer's Kauai (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	On any list of the world’s most spectacular islands, Kauai ranks right up there with Bora Bora, Huahine, and Rarotonga. All the elements are here: moody rainforests, majestic cliffs, jagged peaks, emerald valleys, palm trees swaying in the breeze, daily rainbows, and some of the most spectacular golden beaches you’ll find...
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Independent Guide to the IPhone 4Dennis Publishing, 2010

	This comprehensive guide to the iPhone 4 - the world's most desirable mobile - is effectively the manual Apple forgot to supply with the handset. Covering all iPhone features and reviews for top applications, this is the only guide you'll need to make the most of your phone. If you've just bought an iPhone, this fully updated...
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iOS 4 in Action: Examples and Solutions for iPhone & iPadManning Publications, 2011

	When I started playing with the first-generation iPhone back in 2008, I was amazed by
	the simplicity and versatility of the smart phone. With the iPhone in hand, I could
	take pictures, navigate with GPS, tell time, and of course, play games—especially when
	I was bored while waiting in line at the DMV for my license plate....
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